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Three people sit around. Darren, Alexander and

Sephiroth. Sephiroth is dressed like a man who’s

really into The Matrix films.

They start the piece poised to sit down. As lights

go up, they complete the movement.

DARREN

Right. Gentlemen. Are we all here. Good. Let’s begin.

On the agenda; 1) Apologies

ALEXANDER

Sorry.

DARREN

Thank you. 2) Marketing. Did we get the ad we paid for?

ALEXANDER

Marketing is 100%. Top dollar. Triassic publicity.

I forgot to put the ad in.

DARREN

Right. Ok. Right. Sure. Where’s the money?

Alexander produces an hilarious prop.

DARREN

[genuine] That is brilliant, well done.

ALEXANDER

Look at it go!

DARREN

Maybe later.

3) 24 hour film competition. Gentlemen; we’re 12 hours

in and the only thing I’ve got written down is a

picture of some balls.

Murmurs of agreement. "they’re very good balls

though" etc. improvised. 1-2 seconds.

DARREN

Well, thank you very much. But my fantastic balls aside

we should probably start brainstorming.

ALEXANDER

Sextacular.

DARREN

Well, I’ve been watching Glee inbetween shifts at the

box factory and this acting lark looks easy enough so I

should be able to play everyone in my idea for a film

that I just had based in and around a box factory.
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ALEXANDER

Ok that sounds groovy. Do you want to hear my idea?

DARREN

[suddenly aggressive] Stay out of the fucking box

factory you cunt! [normal] I’m sorry, carry on.

ALEXANDER

Well, the thing I’ve been working on recently is based

on a real life situation that I had and it’s called

"Alexander goes on a boat to the Isle of dogs". It’s a

sad story in the end because there weren’t actually any

dogs on the isle of dogs. Well I thought I saw one but

it turned out to be a paper bag filled with miniature

horses. There are 16 main characters and one woman.

DARREN

*I love it.* What’s your budget?

ALEXANDER

Eight hundred pounds.

DARREN

And I wouldn’t begrudge you a penny.

ALEXANDER

I mean, I know that my degree in media doesn’t compare

to your 8 years in prison making gin out of film stock

but I guess it’s better than nothing right?

DARREN

Damn skippy. Item 5) we’ve been sent a list of props we

have to include in our film for marketing reasons. [He

gets out a list]

ALEXANDER

Marketing reasons?

DARREN

Yes, we’re being sponsored by UKIP. You’re going to

have to wear an armband and mention their position on

Europe at the end of every sentence.

ALEXANDER

What is their stance of Europe?

DARREN

[thinks] I’ll have to check.

He returns to the list

Ok, let’s see what else... ah, to check we haven’t

filmed anything before today they want us to have a

shot of Michael Gambon in the background of every

(MORE)
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DARREN (cont’d)
scene. He’s only got a 2.4 litre Honda Accord so it’s

taking him a little while to get around the country,

but he should be here at about 9.

ALEXANDER

I heard he does a great impression of a large horse.

DARREN

Yes, we’ll have to work that in too.

ALEXANDER

Far more reasonable than last year. I mean, I think

that our film about vulcanised rubber was a valiant

effort considering the circumstances.

DARREN

It made for good dramatic tension after we found out

throwing the stuff at people creates drama.

ALEXANDER

And we had Timothy Spall.

DARREN.

Exactly. Unforunately, there’s only so much drama you

can get out of Timothy Spall. Ok, Item 6 - I mean 7. 8.

Props. Wait- 5. Oh, carry on then.

ALEXANDER

What do we have in the way of editing software? Razor

blades are great for cutting up *film* but I tried

earlier today and it just makes my computer go wrong.

It deletes all my programs and forwards all my porn to

Marks & Spencer customer services.

DARREN

Oh god, really. How’d they take it?

ALEXANDER

They’ve actually been pretty helpful since.

DARREN

[thinks] Would they let you borrow some sheet

aluminium?

ALEXANDER

If I send them another folder maybe.

DARREN

You have a new mission. Go forth, you young rascal.
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ALEXANDER

Right-ho.

He gets out a laptop.

ALEXANDER

Oh. Says on the website that they want us to show the

main characters watching a Pepsi commercial for 30

seconds. [pause]

We were going to do that anyway, right?

DARREN

My motto is if you don’t have enough time, supplement

with hundreds and hundreds of ads. I have failed in

every academic venture I have ever attempted but I

regret absolutely nothing.

ALEXANDER

I have sent the porn. It is done.

DARREN

Wonderful. Next, either item 12, 7 or 9, I can’t

remember. Anyway, it’s All Other Business.

*Sephiroth*, you had something to say?

Sephiroth stands up and pauses to think about this

briefly. They wait with bated breath.

SEPHIROTH

[He initially talks unspeakably deeply but coughs,

apologises and continues in received pronunciation]

Gentleman, I feel it would be suitably socially

appropriate and likewise necessary on a practical level

to remonstrate with your respective selves regarding a

selection of the aforementioned procueduri. Ahem.

He puts on some glasses. and gets out a file of

papers. His bag is stocked with pie charts, graphs

etc. He distributes them to members of the

audience.

Over the course of the next 74 minutes I will outline,

in detail, my proposal for a film adaptation of the

life of Irving Berlin done in the style of an Irving

Berlin musical but with none of the music. This may

seem counterintuitive but don’t you forget that a

musical without music is just an al, an al, anal.

I apologise, I seem to have got distracted. Moving on -

in addition I shall be putting forward to your

respective selves my very own conceptual masterpiece

and self-proclaimed magnum opus. It is my intention to

put together a photorealistic Japanese animation of the

first 30 minutes of the life of Salvador Dali. They

were, in my mind, *the best* 30 minutes of Salvador

(MORE)
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SEPHIROTH (cont’d)
Dali’s life and thoroughly underrepresented in the

neo-fascist krypto-autocratic and furthermore

misandrynous "public" media. Unfortunately, I can tell

this early on into the presentation that you are

exactly the same kind of phony hack feminists that

knocked down my proposal to British Petroleum for the

creation of the perfect *oil-woman*. For this, I bid

you good day.

He bites his thumb at them and walks offstage.

There is a pause.

A phone buzzes. Alexander picks up.

ALEXANDER

Michael Gambon just died on the M3.

DARREN

Oh, for fuck’s sake.

THE END


